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ABSTRACT

This study examines the- -elationship between rural electrification

and the level of living /in a selected area of Costa Rica. It tests the hypo-

thesis that electricity use is positively associated with level of living .

An ex-post-fa'cto experimental design was employed in which electricity

users were compared with nun-adopters (persons who had access to elec-
t

tricity but did not use it) and inaccessibles (persons who were beyond

the reach of power distribution lines). Belcher's 1972 level of living

scale was employed. The hypothesis is supported by the data even when

the following variables are controlled: size of household, education of

head of iheusehold, age of head of household and size of farm. These

findings raise questions for further 3 esearch and have implications for

developmental investment decisions .
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INTRODUCTION
1

1

This study examines the relationship between rural electrification and

the level of living in a selected area of Costa Rica. Although rural electrifi-

cation has been the subject of numerous technical and other kinds of reports,
no other studies of rural electrification from a sociological perspective are

known to the authors.

The measurement and study of the level of living of rural populations

has long occupied the attention of rural sociologists, Perhaps, better than

any other measure, the level of living reflects-the social well being and qual-

ity of life of rural populations. Level of living scalps have been used for

more than three decades to measure this characteristic which increasingly

occup.s the attention of planners. Sewell developed a widely used level-

of-living scale for his 1940 study of Oklahoma farm families. Scales pat-

terned after Sewell's have been used repeatedly. They proved to be a

highly useful technique in that valid and reliable data can be gathered read-

ily through surveys.

Until recently, however, level-of--living scales were both time-bound

and culture-bound, in that they wire mainly based on the possession of con-

This paper reports on a portion of the results pbtained in a study

conducted in Costa icIca on the social and economic impact of rural elec-

trification under AID contract csd-3594. The conclusions are those of

the authors and do not necessarily represent the viewpoints of the

Agency for International DevAopment.
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sumer goods. Thus, for example, whereas ownership of a radio in 1930 in

the United States had discriminatory value, currently, since ownership of

this item is almost universal, it no longer does. Likewise, radio ownership
.-/

would be inappropriate to use in a level-of-living scale comparing, for in-

stance, Oklahoma farm families with Amish families because of the pro-

hibition among the latter, for religious reasons, of possession of the item.

Other items such as coffee grinders fall into disuse.

Belcher (1972) in discussing level of living scales emphasized that

the functions satisfied in the household rather than possession of material

items must be measured and deVeloped a scale based on this concept. It

measures level of living by assigning values to the manner in which u-

niversal functions related to a household and its occupants are pe ormed,

for instance, shelter, disposal of human waste, cleaning and lighting.

Since these functions are performed tc some degree in all households at

all times, the scale does not suffer from the limitations mentioned above.

It is the best technique available for assessing level of living between

disparate social and national groups and changes over time.

RESEARCH DESIGN AND DATA COLLECTION

Since we were limited to a one-time cross sectional measurement,

an ex-pest facto experimental design was decided upon and an appropriate

area for its appr mcation idtified. The La Fortuna area orCanton San Car

:Os in Costa Ri c. was selected (Figure 1) . It is highly rural. La Fortuna,

(Figurt I about here)
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town in the area, has about 500 inhabitants. The southeastern por-

tion of the area is supplied with power generated by the Institute Costar-
..

ricense de Electricidad (Costa Rican Institute of Electricity) (ICE) and

distributed by the Cooperativa de ElectrificaciOn Rural de San Carlos

R. L. (San Carlos Rural Electric Cooperative) (COOPELESCA). This area

has been electrified for three to four years and is, in effect, an experiment-
.

al area. Its residents are defined below as USERS and NON-ADOPTERS of

of electricity. The remaining northwestern portion of the study area is

not served by a central electric distribution system. Its residents are de-.

fined below as INACCESSIBLES. Since the entire study area is homogeneous,

residents of the northwestern portion are used as a control group in what is

a naturally occurring experimental situation

A group of trained interviewers from the Instituto de Investigaciones

Economicas of the University of Costa Rica went into the field in August of

1972. Interviews were conducted in all occupiea households located within

the study area. Whenever, possible, heads of households were interviewed.

A total of 484 interviews were obtained of which 452 were usable. There was

one refusal. Among the data obtained were characteristics of household

members such as age, sex, occupation and education, migration and pro-

pensity to migrate, mass media exposure, occupation and employment, land

use and ownership, level of living, social participation and satisfaction

with life situation. The electric ity user categories were based on data exter-

nal to the interview sche%le: COOPELESCA records and interviewer obser-:

vation.
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VARIABLES

Independent

The independent variable consists of three categories. Users of

electricity supplied by the cooperative (USERS); persons who were within

easy reach of the cooperative's lines but had not connected (NON-ADOP-

TERS); and persons beyond the reach of the cooperative's lines (INACCES-

SIBLES) . USERS and NON-ADOPTERS, therefore, were located along the

roads which were paralleled by electric lines in the southeastern portion of

the study area. T.NACCESSIELES were located along the roads in the north-

western portion of the study area which were not reached by the lines.

Dependent

The level-of-living scale (LEVEL) employed in this study is pat-
\

terned after Belcher's. LEVEL is based on the responses to fourteen ques-

tions included,in the survey schedule. These questions deal with shelter

through the materials used in the construction of the dwellin6 and With the

manner in which other basic functions are performed in the household.

There were six possible responses to each question. Five of these were

rank ordered ranging from low, indicating au absence or minimal means of

fulfilling the function (assigned a value of one) to high for the most ad-

vanced method of satisfying the particular function (assigned a value of 5).

rho reE.ponse was a residual category in which answers that did not

fit neatly into the other responses could be placti. These were later re-

coded to conf arm to the five-point classification. A zero was added as g'

sixth code. This was reserved f..4, those cases when a particular function
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such as cooking, fo example, was nDt performed in or near the house of

the respondent.

However, among the household functions included in LEVEL are some,

for instance lighting, that can only be performed at the higher levels by em-

ploying electricity. Thus, for instance, the items under lighting were:

1. Candles, kerosene lamp, 2. Fuel oil lantern, 3; Gas or kerosene Jan-
a

tern, 4. Electric light bulbs or florescent tubes, 5. Electric lamps. There-

fore, LEVEL is influenced by the use of electricity in that it is a prerequi-

site for attaining the highest scores. Consequently, an electricity-free

level of living scale (LEVELNOE) was devised by eliminating five of the

fourteen questions used in LEVEL hich contain references to electricity.

Control

Size of household, education of the head of the household, age of

the head of the household, and site of farm are used as 'control variables.

. HYPO'l HESIS

The impact of the use of electricity should be most clearly revealed by

comparing th.....e who are connected with the lines of the central source of

power, the USERS, and those who, although they have had the opportunity,

are not, the NON-ADOPTERS . The non-users who do not have an opportuni-
.

to use this ,ource of power, the INACCESSIBLES, should have character-.

istics which differ from those ofThe USERS and NON-ADOPTERS. The IN-
.!

ACCESSIBLES should have characteristics which approximate those which

USERS and NON-ADOPTERS shared In common before they became differen-

tiated by the adoption or non-aclopti in of the use of electricity. The INAC-



CESSIBLES, then, comprise a contOgroup included in the research de-
.

sign. A single hypothesis is tested; that electricity use is positively asso-`

ciatea with level of living..

ANALYSIS

Contingency Tables

The distribution of respondents according tgthe six categories of

LEVEL for the total population approximates a bell-shaped curve (Table

1). Category three is the triod-,.1 one embracing 23.2 percent of the respon-

(Table 1 about here)

. With the exception of category one, each of the groupings contains

east one- tenth of those interviewed. The level-of-living scale was

crss-tabulated with the electric-use categories. The Chi-square test

shows that the probability of this distribution occurring by chance is less

- than 0.001.

The USERS, those who use electricity supplied by COOPELI?.SCA,

are clustered toward the upper end of the level of living scale. Of the

185 USERS, only 40, or 21.6 percent, are not in the upper half of the

LEVEL groupings. The INACCESSIBLES, ,thoge who are beyond the reach

of the COOPELLSCA distribution system, are concentrated in the lower

middle range of LEVEL. Only 27.8 percent of the INACCESSIBLES are

grouped in the upper three citegories of LEVEL. The NON-ADOPTERS,

these who could but have not availed themselves of the opportunity of

utilizing COOPELESCA electricity, disproportionally fall into the lower

Oil 1 0
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Table 1

Row Percentages and Number of Respondents

in Level of Living Scale (LEVEL) Categories

by Electric Use Categories

Electric-Use
Categories

LEVEL Categories

Total Means1

(low)
2 3 4 5 6

(high)

USERS 0.0 6.5 15.1 23.3 30.8 24.3 100.0 4.5
(0) (12) (28) (43) (57) (45) (i85)

INACCESSIBLES 11.2 29.6 31.4 18.9 8.9 0.0 100.0 2.8
(19) (50) (53) (32' (15) (0) (169)

NON - ADOPTERS 22.5 34.7 24.5 7A 7.1 4.1 100.0 2.5
(22) (34) (24) (7) (7) (1) (98)

TOTAL,

t

9.1
(11)

21.3
(96)

23.2
(105)

18.1
(82)

17.4
(79)

10.9
(49)

100.0
(452)

3.5

OM 1
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reaches of the level-of-living scale. Over half, 57.2 percent, of the NON-

ADOPTERS are in the lowest two categories of LEVEL. It is thus clear that

there is a positiVe association between the use of electricity and the level

of living.

The distribution of the total population also resembles a bell-shaped

curve according to LEVELNOE. The middle, category is modal containing

nearly one-third, 33 0 percent, of the respondents (Table 2). Only

tfable 2 about lice

slightly smaller is category two with 30.1 percent of the cases. The data

from the electricity free level-of-living scale were cross-tabulated with

th.-se for the electric 4,,se categories. The Chi-Square test shows that the

probability of the relationship between LEVELNOE and the electric-use

categories occurring l.y chance approximates 0 11.

Certain characteristics of the various tykes of users and nonusers

are revealed in fable 11ShlkS predoinn-.11.2 in the uppei middle cate-

gorier of LEVET.NOE. So lilt 45.9 percent .11'S classified as bcing in rate-

gnries tour and Fe. In ,:yriparison, the INA(:CESSIBLES ;ire fairly e% only

distributed betwee,i c,iteg.)i.ic:\tv.o and three. The. former category con-

tainr38.5 percent of the 1*,!P.::7(:1-':-.41I;LFS: another 37.9 percent are placid

in the latter NON ADOPTERS at.. clustered around the lower end

FAT i MOE . The nodal category of these nin-users is the second clas-

where 42 (1 (' Clt ON ADriP II: PS are placed. These

shown gr rn I iulti -',. The positive assok i.Atton

i)01 2



Table 2

Row Percentages and Number of Respondents

in Electricity-free Level cat Living Scale (LEVELNOE)

Categories by Electric Use Categories

- 3.0 -

LEVELNOE Categories

Electric-Use 1 2 3 4, 5 Total Means

Categories (low) (high)

USERS 2.2 15.7 36.2 31.9 14.0 100.0 3.4
(4) (29) (67) (59) (26) (185)

INACCESSIBLES 8.9 38.5 37.8 14.2 0.6 100.0 2.6
()5) (65) (64) (24) (1) (169)

NON-ADOPTERS 29.6 42.8 18. 8.2 1.0 100.0 2.1
(29) (42) (18) (8) (1) (98)

TOTAL 10.6 10.1 33.0 20.1 6.2 100.0 2.8
(48) (136) (149) (91) (28) (452)



(Figure 2 about here)

between electricity use and level of living persists;\therefore, when elec-

tricity related items are deleted from the level of living scale.

Difference Between Means and Ratios Between Means
t

The relationships between the categories of, users and non-users

of electricity and level of living is similar whether using LEVEL or LEVEL-

NOE. Using LEVELNOE, the USERS hal, e the highest level of living as shown

by their mean score of 3.4 (Table 2). The INACCESSIBLES occupy the

median position and have a mean score of 2.6.. The NON-ADOPTERS have,

zon an p.verage, the lowest level of living as shown by their arithmetic mean

of 2.1. The t-test scores for difference between means showing the level

of significance between scores of the categories and combinations of cate-

gories of the electric-use characteristic are presented in Table 3.

("able 3 about here)

The association between the use of electricity and level of living is

dramatically shown by comparing the LEVELNOE scores of the USERS and

NON-ADOPTERS by-computing ratios of the percentages of USERS to

ADOPTERS by category of LEVELNOE (Table 4). The importance of USERS

(Table 4 :bout here)

vis-a-vis NON-ADOPTERS increases with rises in the value of LEVELNOE

demonstrating that the USERS arc highly concentrated in the middle 'and up-

per ranges of the scale and NON-ADOPTERS in the lower part of it.

0014

0



Figure 2

Percentages of Users, INACCESSIBLES, and

NON-ADOPTERS by Categories of Electricity-free

Level of Living Scale (LEVELNOE), Costa Rica

Percent

INACCESS IBLES

10

1

-1 Jtitt

2 3 4 !
1

i

LEVELNOE
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Table 3

Scores of T-Tests for Difference between Arithmetic

Means and Levels of Significance for Categories and

CombinatiOns of Categories of the Electric-Use Char-

acteristic by Electricity-free Level-ofrliving Scale

(LEVELNOE)

Electi-ic-Use
Categories

T-Test
Score

Level of
Significance for
Two-tailed Test

USERS to NON-ADOPTERS 10.85 0.001

USERS to INACCESSIBLES 8.18 0.001

INACCESSIBLES to NON-ADOPTERS 4.49 0.001

USERS to NON-ADOPTERS and ' 10.95 0.001
INACCESSIBLES

00 1 fi



Table 4

Percentages of USERS and NON-ADOPTERS by Categories of

Electricity-free Level-of-Living Scale (LEVELNOE) and

Ratios of Percentages of USERS to NON-ADOPTERS

LEVELNOE Categories
1 2 3 4 5 Total

USERS (percentages)

NON-ADOPTERS (percentages

Ratio of percentages of
USERS to NON-ADOPTERS

2.2

29.6

0.074

15.7

42.8

n 367

36.2

18.4

1.967

31.9

8.2

3.890

14.0

1.0

14.000

100.0

100.0

0(1 1 7
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In summary , the enlenzt. suppoi t- hk p1;4p.;silloil that there is a

direct association betm,.!er, I, vet ...4t Li 14, CIL ele..tricity. Al-

though both users and non- usei s of clec t. i arty arc- found in all of the

categories of level of living, USERS arc higniy concentrated in the higher

categories, non-users in the lo., r . he grouping in the lower levels

I
of LEVELNOE is more pr..as.,uncid tor .17)(4)"If.RS: han is the case for

1NACCESSIBLES.

Control of Variablys

The existence of an a;sociation betwf:un two variables does not

necessarily demonstrate causality. Other factoi,s m'y be expected either

to cause or to vary conc'brmiaptly with in the level of living.

Among these are the size of the housc hold, eu,ication and age of the

head of the household, The j.e of to The rolationships between each

of these characteristics Llrid tho le, of re r. ,s> examined. w!01 the

new variables neint4, us. ,,,; 1 _
nt

tendon is paid to the va. iatiens ,i,tatini 1/4', I/I 111 -ording to

the use or non-use at 7'9; if) the paralleters

of the associations found en ii-Re

It could be expect. d that .1,-, in.. nt,oflit .plc

hold increases, relatis.1,, inure has to In t or se naf nece,,s:ties

r..sulting in smaller amolitm-, benq.: adatih -iding the talilliment

of household itInction--. t... ,;,1 ly, f 1,\ .iupposnion

that LEVELNOE and the- th. . ;ety r,lau The

dat.t presented In 12;g1

()O

Th, y



(Figure 3 about here)
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reveal no consistent pattern. However, the data do demonstrate that USERS

have higher scores on LEVELNOE than do either INACCESSIBLES or NON-

ADOPTERS irrespective of the size of the household. Furthermore, the

difference is substantial in every size of households. Thus, it seems ap-

parent that the size of household does not appreciably affect the level-of-

living score of households in ti:e sc%cral electric- use categories and does

not explain the higher scores of USERS compared to the non-users on this

scale.

It is accepted that one of the major factors influencing level of living

is educational attainment. The el of Ili in.g is normally positively as-

sociated with education. Our respondents are no exception (Figure 4).

(Figure 4 about here)

The mean LEVELNOE scores fof persons in each category of the electric-

use characteristic tend to increase with inci easec. ., the number of years

of schooling completed. The effect of educallun is especially marked for

persons 1.vliq have completed five or more years ei school. When the heads

of households with equal years of school were compared, the USERS scored

substanti41y higher on LEVELNOE than did either INACCESSIBLES or NON-

ADOPTERS. It can, therefore, be concluded that education does not account

for the differences in LEVELNOE found betwcon the persons in the three

categories of the electric-use characteristic .

0019
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rigore "'

Mean Electricity-free Levol of Living Scale (LEVELNOE) Scores'

for USERS, INACCESSIBLES. NON-ADOPTERS, and Total Population

by Number of Persons per Household, Costa Rica

ma*

USERS

Total Population

N.,..,12.LACCESSIBLES. M it

NON-ADOPTERS

...y-gx.c.-rinsamirrz2=-C1C.,C7191..r=13..7

1-2 3-4 5-6

Per I lo 11-4,11,61ti

n(j2(0

7-9 10-1.6
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Mean Electricity-free Level of Li,'ing Scale t,LEVELNOE) Scores

for USERS, INACCESSIBLES, NON-ADOPTERS, and Total Population.

Years of Education of Heads of Households (ED HEAD), Costa Rica

liSe.azg

Total Population

..."*. w INACCESSIBLES -27.11.1.01CVON111

None

Cl110

so

.00.°
NON-ADOPTERS

.

1-2 3-4 5-6 7+

ED HEAD (in years)

0021
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The age of the head of the household (AGE HEAD) was also used

as a control variable for the comparison of the I.1?.VELNOE scores of those

in the electric-use categories kEigure 5) . Excepi. for USERS whose mean

(Figure 5 about here)

LEVELNOE scores tend to drop slightly with advancing age, there is no

Clear relationship between age and the elecnicity-free level-of-living

scale. Even so, -fhb decline in the LEVELNOE scores of USERS with ad-

vancing age is slight. TILE differential in LEVELNOE between USERS and

others persists, however, regardless of the .4;2,e of the head of the house-

hold. Age, therefore, does riot explain the scores of USERS. IN-

ACCESSIBLES once again occupy an intermediate I ,sition between USERS

anclNON-ADOPTE.RS.

Finally, another pos-;ible .%planaia.on of differences in LEVELNOE

between tho.' in the xarious electric-use i.ategories is the size of farm.

Prewmably,income is related to the size of the farm, modified, of course,

by the type of enterprise. A positive relationship between the electri-

city-tree level of living scale s ores and size. of farm (SIZE FARM) is in-
6

deed indicated by the data Mean LEVEL.NriE scores tend to increase as

SIZE FARM increases (Figure 6) . The L.:in:. have_ larger farms than

(Figure 6 about In re)

INACCE;;SIRT,LS or NON-ADOPTERS. Yet, once again, eN, en when the

size of farm is held constant, USERS score higher on LEVELNOE, by a

0022
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12 figure 5

Mean Electricity-free Level Qf Living Scale (LEVELNOE) Scores

for USERS, INACCESSIBLES, NON-ADOPTERS, nd Total Population

by Age of Heads of Households (AGE HEA), Costa Rica
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Figure (

Mean Electricity-free Level of Living Scale (LEVELNOE) Scores

for USERS, INACCESSIBLES, NON-ADOPTERS. and Total Population
/-,

by Size of rarm (SIZE FARM), Costa Rica
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substantill margin, than INACCrSSIBLES ,,r NON-ADOPTERS. Farm size.

thus, does not explain the ditfcrent,...1 of living between USERS
-J

and others.

DISCUSSION

Users of electricity nave been shown to have higher levels of living

than non-users of elto.tricity. aa.....f.ntrola':tion of control variables which

might be expected to tTtaln . n. le vel of living betwpen elec-

tricity users and others fail to do Although tile data do not conclusively

prove that electricity use is causal an this relationship, they strongly sug-

gest that it is one of, probably, Qral causal factors which contribute

to the higher level of ha tng of those v ho use it in the Costa Rica study area.

These findings raise question:- to: forthc. i (search and have implications

for developmental in YL stmcnt ns other variables not included

in the research design e;--plair. the .7iftert.nee? If there as indeed a causal

relation ,-hip, what is the L.1- en :t ritity th- wind level of living?

Our research in Go: tz, Rica Ord Coio-raqd has shown that the use of

t-tricity for agricultto al production in th, -trees studied occurs only

on large farms of certain tyt,)eF,, such a dato, ,where a potential for the

rroductiare use of elect, 'cit.; exists. farm households and nun-farm

households in ti-ae ai (as =titlac.1 u.,t eic t) ictty for household purposes only

and these are litrited airn,,st t it r i, to lighfirig, radio listening and

ironing. TI-kereture, rural cic_cit itication ,,,-1-q-ts which incur high costs

per user accompanied by kW It s, when viewed strictly

from a cost-benefit approach m fi -tr be an unwise invest-

2. 5
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ment. Yet, to the extent to Which i oral elect, itication projects stimulate

improvements in the le el of living whatever mechanism, benefits are

.,derived which, although 1e.5 ccontaucally tangible, are no less important

from the standpoint of social gains.
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